Editorial

Nero on Display
On April 11, 2009 Lyndon LaRouche shocked the
world by diagnosing President Barack Obama as a
narcissistic Nero personality, who had no sense of
reality but a drive to exert power to feed his own
sense of self. Keep this man in power in the Presidency, LaRouche emphasized, and you are courting absolute disaster, not only for the United
States, but for the world.
Today, two and a half years later, increasingly,
policymakers in Washington and around the world
are shocked at how accurate LaRouche’s diagnosis was—as Obama plays out his Nero-like personality on a grander and grander scale. No sane
person who looks at the matter closely can refute
LaRouche’s evaluation. The question remains:
Will leading circles in the United States find the
courage to remove Nero-Obama from power,
before the consequences doom us all?
Obama is outdoing himself almost daily with
his flamboyant display of Nero-like arrogance.
Take a look at just this last week:
Obama chose to celebrate Veterans’ Day by presiding over the first college basketball game—North
Carolina vs. Michigan State—ever on the deck of a
nuclear aircraft carrier, the USS Carl Vinson in San
Diego. Why the Vinson? Because it was the ship
that carried the body of Osama bin Laden to his
burial at sea after he was killed by Navy SEALs in
a raid ordered by Obama. Obama crowed about that
assassination as he strode triumphally onto the deck
wearing a brown bomber jacket. This is the President who had his entire security cabinet join him in
a real-time viewing of the execution of bin Laden—
in an eerie replay of Hitler’s similar habit after the
execution of his opponents.
Obama then traveled to Hawaii for the AsiaPacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) summit,
where he exerted his arrogance toward the leaders
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of Russia and China, the intended victims of the
thermonuclear confrontation that his London controllers are planning.
According to Russian sources, in his meeting
with President Medvedev, Obama spent his time
lecturing the Russian leader, and responded to
questions about his Administration’s unilateral
moves toward a missile defense system in Central
Europe, by accusing Medvedev of “carrying water
for Putin.”
The bigger show came with China, where
Obama not only reportedly berated President Hu
Jintao on currency issues in their private meeting,
but then proceeded in his press conference after
the summit, to declare that China should act like a
“grown-up” and revalue its currency upward, because “the U.S. and other countries feel that
enough is enough.”
Pathetic and insane, you might say, but unfortunately it’s a lot more serious than that. Deadly
serious. Obama, a British puppet, is presiding
right now over a rapidly escalating confrontation
with Russia and China, both in the Asia-Pacific
region per se (see the new military base deal in
Australia), and in the new Balkans, called the
Middle East. As indicated even in their public
statements, the Russians and Chinese are well
aware of what Obama is doing, and they are not
prepared to capitulate to his Nero-like demands.
The confrontation is coming on fast.
Is Obama going to back down? Did Nero ever
back down? He did commit suicide, eventually,
but that is no solution. No, our present-day Nero
has to be stopped by the readily available political
means of Section 4 of the 25th Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution, and impeachment.
It’s time to give up your illusions and your
cowardice, and act.
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